Considering a number of recent works on the ideology and culture of Fascism, the article explores how the concept of utopia, as formulated by different thinkers, can prove useful in attempting to unlock some of the mechanisms through which Fascism sought to manipulate the imagination and the aspirations of Italians. It focuses on the written accounts of writers and journalists who reported on the supposed achievements of the regime both in Italy and in the newly established colonies. It examines the cult of Rome, which was increasingly to become the symbolic language of Fascism, and explores how, in the writings of one journalist after another, the regime was represented as having recovered the powerful utopia of the ancient past. The article then looks at the kind of rhetoric that surrounded some of the most important building projects that took place in Italy in the 1930s. It suggests that the creation of a blueprint for an ideal society was central to this rhetoric and that the notion of the arrival in an earthly paradise was to form the master narrative for most representations of Mussolini's newly acquired African territories. The article then looks at some of the competing versions of utopia that were presented, albeit subliminally, in the official media of the time. It examines some of the dystopian images of the United States that were manufactured on the eve of the Second World War. It concludes by pointing to the violence and intolerance imbedded within the utopian project of Italian Fascism.
INTRODUCTION
The 20 years of Fascist rule in Italy (1922-45) were characterized by a series of violent and spectacular events. The 1920s witnessed the destruction of the democratic institutions of Liberal Italy, the murder of Giacomo Matteotti (1924) , the effective silencing of the opposition and the establishment of a dictatorship. In the mid-1920s, the regime orchestrated the collective struggle to increase the production of grain ('the Battle for Wheat') and to retain the value of the Italian currency ('the Battle for the Lira'). In the early 1930s Italy began to develop its interest in territorial expansion and launched, in October 1935, a huge assault on the Abyssinia of Haile Selassie; the successful conclusion of the invasion was celebrated by Mussolini's night-time declaration of empire to throngs of ecstatic supporters in May 1936. In the Spanish Civil War Italy was quick to send armed support for the Nationalists, though engagement in the war soon exposed costly deficiencies in the military's preparation and strategy. Rapprochement with Nazi Germany in the late 1930s led directly to the introduction of anti-Semitic legislation and to the opportunistic, but ruinous, entry into the Second World War. In July 1943 the members of the Grand Council voted to depose Mussolini, yet within months he returned as the figurehead of the puppet state of northern Italy, the Republic of Salò. During the years of its existence, the regime attempted to control every aspect of the life of Italians: it dictated what was taught in schools and it extracted allegiance from those it employed; it placed definite limitations on movement and expression while establishing powerful networks of surveillance. Through the agency of the Ministry of Popular Culture, the state controlled the media and guided the representation both of itself and of happenings in the wider world.
The success of Fascism in extending the boundaries of the modern state was achieved not only through coercion, but through its ability to encourage mass consensus by propagating a vision of society and history that whole swathes of the Italian public were prepared to appropriate and adapt. Much recent scholarship has focused on the power of elements within the evolving ideology of Fascism to encourage a sense of mass belonging and purpose. Roger Griffin's work has examined in detail the emergence and the strength of a palingenetic conception of the nation that lay at the heart of Mussolini's philosophy with its eclectic origins in the thought of pre-war avant-garde groupings, in radical syndicalism and in the rightist nationalism of figures like D'Annunzio and Corradini (Griffin, 1993) . Emilio Gentile's work has concentrated on an interpretation of Fascism as a form of civic religion that successfully attracted an ever-widening circle of adherents precisely because it developed its own set of beliefs, myths and liturgical practices (Gentile, 1993a) . At the core of this religious system was the cult of the nation, understood as a sacred community awoken from centuries of decadence first by HISTORY OF THE HUMAN SCIENCES 16(1) 94 participation in the First World War ('the Great War') and subsequently the March on Rome. Beyond that lay the veneration for the greatness of the Roman empire, the mystique of leadership, the militarization of the everyday and the celebration of collective action and obedience. This 'sacralization' of the nation had a long pre-history, but in an Italian context it was Fascism that took this intellectual or spiritual process to its logical extreme. Jeffrey Schnapp (1992; and Simonetta Falasca-Zamponi (1997) have exposed Fascism's dependency on symbolic understanding of the world and the individual's place within it. Ruth Ben-Ghiat's work on the period explores both the mechanics of the culture industry and the myths of nationhood that were propagated through the media of the time (Ben-Ghiat, 1996a; 2000) .
It is in the context of recent work on Fascism as a form of civic religion, making appeals both to the rational and to the irrational, that the notion of utopia becomes an interesting concept with which to address Mussolini's form of government. Or, to put the same point slightly differently, a concept that helps to unlock some of the mechanisms through which the Fascist movement attempted to manipulate the imagination and the aspirations of Italians with disastrous but, to some extent, enduring results. Examining the work of Charles Fourier, Paul Ricoeur raises the question as to whether all utopias are not in some sense secularized religions (Ricoeur, 1986: 305) . As visions of an ideal society they tend to be supported, he suggests, by the claim that they found a new religion. Ricoeur goes on to argue that the spiritual location of utopia may lie between two religions: an institutionalized religion in decline and a more fundamental religion that remains to be fully uncovered. Such a view of utopia certainly articulates with Gentile's thesis that modernity is characterized by the transferral of the sacred from the realm of established religions to the domain of politics (Gentile, 1993a: 5-36) . The idea of transferral, of the articles and symbols of one faith being taken and adapted by a newer creed, points in turn to Fascism's ability to infiltrate the symbolic universe of Roman Catholicism. The 20th-century movement was certainly prepared to pervert key Christian ideas in elaborating its own myths of origin and destination. The divinity of the leader, the symbology of death and renewal, the march towards a Promised Land, the selective admission to an afterlife, all were features that figured within the Fascist version of the religion of the state (Gentile, 1993a; Griffin, 1998; Schnapp, 1992) .
The concept of utopia does not simply link Fascism, as a political movement, with the ideological core of an established religion like Roman Catholicism. Initially within the movement itself and subsequently within the propaganda sponsored by the state, the notion of an ideal society served important mobilizing and anticipatory functions. By presenting Fascism as the path towards military might, empire, order and prosperity, Mussolini could allow his followers to enjoy the dream of a magnificent future while enlisting their active support in the creation of that future. The myth of a new beginning for the Italian civilization could be enjoyed as a fantastic projection, while working in the Sorelian sense of an impulse towards radical change. By witnessing the speeches of the Duce, the succession of military rallies and state-sponsored rituals, the individual could enjoy the sense of belonging to the crowd while being seduced into identifying the purpose of individual existence with the transformation of the nation. 1 What follows attempts to look at some of the different functions of utopia within Fascist discourse. Its particular focus is on the writings of those journalists and writers who reported on the stages of the construction of the Fascist state and its relationship with the wider world. The writing can itself be defined as a form of utopian literature since it is structured by a rhetoric of anticipation and struggle which allows a glimpse of a new society, of a nation that is being aggressively moulded into a new form. It is concerned with the representation of worlds that are desirable places to inhabit. It communicates moments of alternative experience. 2 The article endeavours to expose the variety of ideal communities that functioned in the rhetoric of the period, pointing to connections between imagined, remembered and anticipated societies. Griffin makes the point that the very hybridity of Italian Fascism allowed it to alter and develop its blueprint for a radically different social reality (1993: 68) . The shifting co-ordinates of the ideal Fascist world are adequately reflected in the celebratory literature of the time.
THE UTOPIA OF THE PAST
A characteristic of all utopias is their shifting temporal location. A blueprint for a perfect society ceases to be so if the lines of development that it traces are fully or partially followed: what was previously a design or an aspiration has become a reality. Equally, a model of an ideal community that is taken from the past can no longer be said to belong entirely to the past if it forms the basis for the working of an actual community. The model of a supposedly perfect society that preyed most insistently upon the Italy of the 1920s and 1930s was that of ancient Rome. The example of Rome's grandeur had certainly exercised a powerful influence on preceding periods of Italy's history. Mazzini and other theorists of the Risorgimento referred to Rome as a model for Italian unification, while in the early years of the 20th century the memory of Rome was central to the thinking of Corradini and the nationalists. As Falasca-Zamponi has demonstrated, Mussolini was extraordinarily susceptible to the power of the past example, and declared as early as 1922: 'Rome is our departure and reference point: it is our symbol, or if you wish, our myth' (Falasca-Zamponi, 1997: 92) . The celebration of Roman glory in which the regime was increasingly to indulge, was of course highly selective. It took no account of the complexity of the different stages of Rome's evolution and it HISTORY OF THE HUMAN SCIENCES 16(1) 96 ignored periods of decline or decadence preferring to concentrate on the hagiographic representation of such figures as Augustus or Scipio. By the 1930s not only did ancient Rome figure as the predominant trope in the official symbolic discourse of Fascism, the very purpose of the regime seemed to be the recovery of the glories of the ancient past. The successful conclusion of one domestic or foreign campaign after another was celebrated as a stage towards the overarching objective of regaining Italy's rightful heritage as the 'guiding nation of the world'. 3 The gigantic architectural projects that were accomplished during the 'ventennio nero' in the capital were intended, in the words of Mussolini, to rid Roman monuments of the evidence of 'centuries of decadence' (Cederna, 1979: 47-72) . Through the demolition of whole tracts of the urban fabric of Rome, a path would be created that linked, both literally and metaphorically, the past society to its latter-day descendant. In order to free the Colosseum from the buildings that had risen in the centuries following the decline of the Roman Empire, an entire housing district was pulled down. The new avenue that was carved between the Altar to the Nation and the Colosseum, known as the Via dell'Impero, was inaugurated in 1933. It was intended to be a place where military parades could be staged and where Italians could meditate on the achievements of their ancestors. The Avenue of Empire, re-christened the Avenue of the Roman Forum, now serves largely as a conveniently wide avenue in which coaches, bringing tourists to the capital, can park. In 1934 the famous athletics stadium, the Foro Mussolini, was completed on the south bank of the River Tiber. Built in the oval shape of a Greek amphitheatre, its ascending rows of white stone were surmounted by huge male statues, each striking a martial or sporting posture and each deliberately reminiscent of Roman statuary. The reporting which hailed the completion of the modern monument repeated the assertion that it represented nothing less than the apparition of Roman grandeur in the present (Magi-Spinetti, 1934; Piacentini, 1933) . In the official rhetoric of the time, the boundaries between the ancient and the modern were erased in a way that was both uncanny and at the same time exalting. In 1938 the restoration and isolation of the tomb of Augustus was completed. In common with the construction of the Via dell'Impero, the project had entailed the demolition of all the surrounding buildings from less distinguished periods of Italy's history (Kostof, 1978) . Yet, in the euphoria that accompanied the celebrations marking the 2000th anniversary of Augustus' birth, it was argued that the newly renovated tomb should serve as a temple to the values of Italian Fascism.
The effect of the massive building works in central Rome was to transform the capital into a kind of 'theme park' (Stone, 1999) where both visitors and inhabitants would be reminded of the powerful utopia of the past. The isolation of ancient monuments was accompanied by impressive state investment in archaeological projects in and around the capital. The gradual exposition of Roman artefacts was often manipulated in the official media of the time as the miraculous revival of the ancient past. 4 This sense of a revival, of history taking a dramatic turn away from recent traditions and towards more ancient ones, was enforced by intensely choreographed ceremonies and by the Roman symbols that the regime had made its own. Closely connected with architectural and archaeological developments was the exhibition culture of the 1930s. One gigantic exhibition was staged after another: they celebrated the anniversaries of the March on Rome, of the Fascist Revolution, of the beginning of the Battle for Wheat and of the various projects of land reclamation (Schnapp, 1992; Stone, 1993; Russo, 1999) . Had the Second World War not intervened, then Naples would have been the site of a vast exhibition of the Italian Empire (or Italy beyond the seas) and Rome would have hosted the universal exhibition of 1942. Indeed, a whole district to the south-west of the city, baptized as EUR (Esposizione Universale Roma) and known unofficially as the 'new Rome', was created as the site of the exhibition. EUR comprised a series of imposing white stone buildings, replete with columns and arcades, that lined a broad central avenue that led upwards towards the central attraction, the Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana or the square Colosseum. Intended to be a statement of Italy's new identity and to stand as the model of the ideal colonial city, EUR can lay substantial claims to be one of the most significant utopian projects to have been realized in the 1930s. It is not inappropriate that the overbearing cubic structure of the Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana with its rows of perfectly symmetrical arches should now recur in both television and film as the archetypal symbol of totalitarian power. 5 In the view of Mannheim (quoted by Levitas, 1990: 72) , the degree of investment that certain forms of utopia may exact depends directly upon the level of ecstatic engagement that they may procure for those who are willing to believe in them. To visit any one of the many exhibitions in which the regime celebrated its achievements, its vision of history, its preference for the monumental over the human, was to be exposed to a range of carefully staged suggestions (Schnapp, 1992) . It was to move from the profane to the sacred: the visitor was supposed to experience a sense of individuality giving way to one of collective pride and belonging (Griffin, 1998) . The studied mediation of the ancient past served principally as a means of legitimating Fascism's hold on the destiny of the nation and of encouraging an ever wider circle of believers in its nationalistic philosophy. The language of the recovery of Rome also became the rhetoric in which Italian foreign policy was framed and imperial expansion pursued. In announcing the fall of Addis Ababa to Italian troops in May 1936, Mussolini spoke of the Roman Empire finally making its appearance on the 'fateful hills' of the capital. As well as recurring in the speeches of Mussolini and in those of all the ideologues of the regime, the trope of Rome's apparition featured prominently in newspaper reporting and HISTORY OF THE HUMAN SCIENCES 16(1) 98 travel writing on places within the Mediterranean. An enormous amount of this kind of writing was produced in the 1920s and 1930s and some of its examples did display imagination and originality. 6 But the bulk of the genre was made up of books or articles that repeated the same perceptions of the glory of the ancient past. To travel from one site to another in either northern Africa or the Middle East was to engage in the mystical discovery of the former Roman presence, to feel the miracle of an ancient society coming to life, and to sense a vital spiritual connection with the past. One particularly fervent commentator, Franco Ciarlantini, spoke of sensing the 'vibrations of Romanness' with such force in Libya that 'whole millennia seemed like seconds ' (1928: 16) . Similarly, Angelo Piccioli when in front of the Arch of Marcus Aurelius in Tripoli, declaimed:
Beside this Arch the gigantic power of Rome is fully revealed. This is a gigantic vertebra of marble raised as a challenge to time and to men, tempered like a formidably strong metal by an imperial discipline and by an imperial tradition. (1934: 61) Later in his journey from Tripoli to Gadames, Piccioli spoke of the 'principle of resurrection' and saw renewed Italian colonialism as sowing order, civilization and prosperity. Surveying the effects of recent agricultural innovations near Tripoli, he declared:
The great Latin symbol of the Fasces has once more baptized this land, making it once more sacred to our civilization according to the will of he who now guides the new destiny of Italy. (1934: 75) THE UTOPIA OF THE PRESENT The symbolic role that ancient Rome served within various discourses of the 1920s and 1930s was thus essentially double. On the one hand, the Roman Empire functioned as a kind of earthly paradise, the surviving remnants of which could be seen and visited. The lost empire could be evoked for various purposes including that of a mirror in which Italian Fascism could see an idealized portrait of itself. 7 On the other hand, the vision of a militarized society, organized along strictly hierarchical lines that achieved massive territorial expansion, acted as a model that the regime was keen to emulate. The work of Louis Mumford (1923) proposes the idea of utopia as programme and argues that the utopia can exercise considerable dynamic force by questioning the status quo and by suggesting that the alternative vision that it offers is essentially realizable. Within all Italian official media under Fascism, the notion of an elsewhere that was beyond the present, but yet attainable at some point in the future, was strong. As well as the huge architectural projects that were carried out in central Rome, the regime invested heavily in the renovation and construction of the institutions of the modern state. Any visitor to Italy notices the number of institutional buildings in the imposing, but sinister, style of the 1930s, a style that was perfected by the most influential architect of the period, Marcello Piacentini, and which was characterized by oversized rectangular forms and vast square columns. This kind of architecture, with its emphasis on solemnity and power, cast the dominance of the modern state in stone.
The various schools, academies, military barracks, hospitals and even university buildings that were constructed in the style of the period were represented as indications of the transformed social world that Fascism claimed to offer Italians. One commentator after another described the aura of regeneration that surrounded such places and evoked the idea of entering a concentrated space where the Fascist myth of the palingenesis of the nation could be experienced to the full (Burdett, 2000a) . For example, Margherita Sarfatti, when writing on the inauguration of Rome's new university in 1935, referred to the complex as a kind of temple or cathedral created by the religion of the Fasces for its celebration and as the formative ground of one generation after another of new Italians. Other less distinguished travellers to similar spaces wrote of visiting micro-communities that afforded a glimpse of a new society and of experiencing a sense of awe at the ability of the state to mould the individual. Though the suggestion of visiting a utopia that existed physically in the present was strong in the narrated accounts of visits to different institutions of modernity, that idea found its fullest expression in the writing that surrounded the creation of the new colonies south of Rome.
A feature of Mussolini's social policy that won the admiration of many foreign observers was the programme of land reclamation and the building of new towns on the Pontine marshes. Each of the towns was built according to the principles of a form of rationalist modernism that incorporated a partiality for monumental columns and arcades. The building of the towns was an essential part of the economic and demographic campaigns of the regime from 1928 onwards. Overcrowding in the northern cities was to some extent offset by the migration of people (especially veterans of the First World War) to the newly established colonies south of Rome. The building of the towns together with the infrastructure that surrounded them were means by which the state could reduce unemployment through public works schemes. Construction occurred in record time: workers were engaged round the clock to prove the rapidity with which the state could rebuild Italy. The building of the towns, the completion of land reclamation around them and the setting up of new communities on what had once been barren soil were unsurprisingly exalted by the press. The way in which places like Littoria (now Latina) or Sabaudia were represented reveals much of the coercive appeal of Fascism, its enthusiasm for collective archetypes, its fantasies of HISTORY OF THE HUMAN SCIENCES 16 (1) 100 social control and of the climate of awe that it attempted to establish around its most striking creations (Fuller, 1996; Ghirardo, 1990) . In the reported visits to the new towns, one metaphor in particular predominated, that of the discovery of a new land: all observers marvelled at how it had taken only a few years for a thriving centre to emerge from a wasteland (Alvaro, 1989; Cecchi, 1937; Puccini, 1939; Ruinas, 1939) . In this kind of reporting, the biblical myth of Genesis was replaced by the journey to a Fascist paradise. Littoria was a new Eden, brought into being by the will of the all-powerful Duce, it was a place where every aspect of the life of its inhabitants was rigorously ordered. The rapidity of the appearance of the new settlements in Italy struck every visitor as astonishing, but, as one commentator observed, Fascism had accustomed Italians to the experience of witnessing one miracle after another (Volta, 1937: 198) .
The new settlements south of Rome assumed a huge importance within the exhibition culture of the regime and they were the setting for one commanding photographic image after another of the Duce. A marvel of modernity, they served a further purpose: they were the template for Italian settlement in East Africa which was to occur in the wake of the Ethiopian campaign of 1935. The successful end to the invasion marked the apex of Mussolini's power and popularity and the newly conquered empire was represented obsessively in all media (Ben Ghiat, 1996a; Del Boca, 1996) . In the writings of the many travellers who journeyed to Italian East Africa to report on the progress of colonization, one narrative recurred more insistently than any other; that of the arrival in the Promised Land. The notion of the utopia, at the heart of most of the written accounts of empire, can be usefully elucidated by referring to the double-sided conception of the 'placeless place' that Louis Marin (1993) explores in his work. On the one hand, Marin argues that the utopia is a figure that allows the free play of the imagination that is measured only by the desire for happiness. But, on the other, he suggests that the utopia is rigorously bounded by the constraints that would guarantee its harmonious functioning.
The space described by the writers and journalists of the late 1930s certainly allowed for the free play of the imagination (Felter Sartori, 1940; Poggiali, 1938; Vergani, 1938) . All visitors to the new reality expressed a sense of wonder at the vastness of the new terrain, at how many times it would enclose the Italian peninsula. They repeated the sensation of arriving in a land of plenty that awaited Italian expertise to be fully exploited. Those who travelled to the newly occupied lands saw themselves as present in a new world where a series of victories had still to be won (Burdett, 2000b: 210-14) . The notion of utopia was associated with the concept of reclamation, with a movement from the barren to the fertile. In the travel accounts of the time the process of the physical implementation of a European society in Africa became a constant source of wonder. In the hands of its new colonizers, the ITALIAN FASCISM AND UTOPIA 101 vast territory of Italian East Africa would become a place where the return to the land could occur, where peasant farmers would prosper and where the requirements of metropolitan Italy would be supplied. In the words of Alessandro Lessona, the Minister for Colonial Affairs, Italian East Africa would become 'an immense training ground for our rural population'; it would transform Italy itself into a hugely prosperous nation (Lessona, 1963) . The official review of the Ministry for Italian East Africa, Gli Annali dell'Africa italiana, like other publications of its kind, was awash with alluring photographs of the new world. The empire was not conceived only as an ideal space for agrarian exploitation, it was also represented as 'the empire of work'. Industrial colonization was intended to follow the first wave of settlement and reports from Ethiopia charted both the exploration of the country's mineral resources and the rapid building of the country's infrastructure (Poggiali, 1938: 291-309; Vergani, 1938: 35-48) . The colossal impact of the modern world on a pre-modern country was a common theme of the Gli Annali dell'Africa italiana: the photographs reproduced by the journal almost invariably betrayed a Futurist fascination with the aesthetics of the industrial world. The colony was characterized as the 'factory of the worker', the 'empire of the proletariat' (Critica Fascista, 15 June 1936) , the ground for a 'totalitarian corporativist experience' (Vittorini, 1938: 3) .
If the representation of empire allowed for all kinds of imaginative possibilities, it also displayed the second side of Marin's binary model by laying boundaries that were nationalistic, economic and racial. As one account after another created a world of wonder, harsh dictates of inclusion and exclusion were inscribed within that very fantasy. In the various writings on empire, the Italian settlers in the new land conformed rigidly to stereotypical models of behaviour. Male workers figured as modern-day legionaries, enduring all kinds of hardship, dominating the natural landscape and guiding Italy further along the 'path to greatness'. The first women settlers in Italian East Africa were, in the words of Angelo Piccioli, called upon to perform the 'sacrosanct roles of wife and mother' (Piccioli, 1938: 420) . Male and female colonists may have been represented as performing strictly gendered roles in the economy of the new empire, but the most significant boundary was that established between the colonizers and the colonized, between the supposedly 'civilized' and the 'uncivilized'. In the brief life of Mussolini's African Empire, racial segregation was introduced at all levels. In the Fascist version of apartheid, districts of all major towns were reserved exclusively for white settlers, conjugal relations between Italians and Africans were criminalized, collective activities were prohibited (Goglia, 1988; Sòrgoni, 1998) . The relationship between settlers and subjects was organized along hierarchical lines. In all accounts of empire, the indigenous population was represented as the other of the new imperial structure. Native Ethiopians could gain access only to the lower levels of the colonial edifice, and only then through submission or HISTORY OF THE HUMAN SCIENCES 16 (1) 102 assimilation. The conquest of empire through military assault and the subsequent adoption of a particularly oppressive form of government point clearly at the violence inherent within the Fascist project of creating a radically new society. The imposed community, unequivocally instituted by force, was intended to function as a beacon guiding the Italian mainland to achieve similar feats of grandeur. In the words of Atillio Teruzzi, who succeeded Lessona as Minister for Colonial Affairs, it constituted nothing less than 'the most powerful, the most vast gathering of the white race in Black Africa, the power house of a new civilization' (Teruzzi, 1939: xix) . It was, in the context of the late 1930s, the most significant acquisition in a much wider expansionist strategy.
COMPETING VISIONS OF UTOPIA
There is a further aspect of the question of utopia that it is interesting to explore in relation to Italian Fascism. Ricoeur, quoting Mannheim, considers the existence of coherent visions of utopia to be dependent on a clearly articulated antagonism with other perceptions of a utopia: 'Utopias have come into existence and maintain themselves as counter-utopias' (Ricoeur, 1986: 275) . A full appreciation of Fascist Italy's conception of itself can only be gained by considering how its sense of its own identity evolved in relation to other examples of society and other aspirations to a better kind of collective life. Born specifically as a backlash against the post-war threat of a communist revolution and opposed to a model of liberal democracy perceived as degenerate, Mussolini's brand of radical nationalism was continually and aggressively engaged in the production of dystopian visions of other cultures. It is no surprise that Bolshevik Russia was the object of a constant stream of derogatory reporting (Ben-Ghiat, 2000: 61-5) . The opposition of western democracies to the invasion of Abyssinia in 1935 and to the subsequent Italian involvement in the Spanish Civil War meant that both England and France were increasingly portrayed as opponents of Fascism or as decadent societies lacking in ideals. The America of the 1920s and 1930s performed a symbolic role that was both more powerful and more ambiguous (Ben-Ghiat, 1996b; Gentile, 1993b) .
For most of Italy's history as a unified nation, America had represented the longed-for destination of droves of emigrants attempting to escape from unremitting poverty. The success of Hollywood films and the importation of consumer goods from the United States served to reinforce the widespread utopian view of America. In the early years of his rule, Mussolini had won the esteem of a large section of American politicians and business leaders and had even declared a certain admiration for American civilization (Schmitz, 1988: 81) . A number of his closest supporters were fascinated by American ITALIAN FASCISM AND UTOPIA 103 technological innovations and material progress and were prepared to argue that the America of the New Deal could be seen as an analogue of the 'new Italy' (Sarfatti, 1937) . Though such pro-American voices were not isolated, anti-Americanism came increasingly to dominate official thinking in the 1930s. What was perceived as the individualism and materialism of the American way of life was seen as a potential threat to the values of collective struggle, obedience and devotion to the nation that formed the core of Fascist ideology. Examples of sexual freedom or lax moral attitudes that reached Italians through a variety of media were seen as a danger to the constrictive gender roles promoted by the regime especially through the demographic campaign, seen as crucial to Italy's long-term imperial expansion. In the words of Bruno Wanrooj, Fascism sought to portray itself as 'a bulwark against the rising tide of modernity and against the new anxieties this brought along ' (1986: 5) . The perception of the United States as a potentially hostile power was made manifest in the many reports on aspects of American life and society that were published in the Italian press in the years immediately preceding the outbreak of the Second World War (De Ritis, 1937; Cecchi, 1939) . Such writing sought to represent Roosevelt's America as a counter-site of Mussolini's Italy and provided an apologia for the policies of Italian Fascism by supplying a terrifying vision of their opposite.
Most of the texts written on the United States in the late 1930s offered a hellish picture of the country's urban environment, they suggested that Americans were enslaved by mass-produced machines, and that they had either materialized or devalued fundamental European institutions. In his influential text America amara ['Bitter America'] (1939) Emilio Cecchi contended that the hard years of the Depression, the weakening of the taboos of the 'puritan' religion and the excessive attainment of social freedoms had resulted at the level of individual consciousness in destructive and suicidal inclinations. Along with other commentators, he delighted in chronicling instances of the chaos and violence that, he argued, stemmed from the loss of social restraint in the new country. In his dispatches from America, he devoted ample space to the description of episodes of mob terror including the wars between various groups of gangsters in the late 1920s and the kidnapping and murder of the children of Mattson, Cash and Lindbergh. His reports also created a graphic picture of racially motivated violence between different ethnic communities. The dire representation of the supposedly inevitable effects of the racial diversity of American society frequently appeared on the front page of Italy's most important newspaper, the Corriere della sera, alongside the publication of Mussolini's speeches on the purity of the race. The dystopian portrayal of the American model clearly worked to reinforce the fantasy, given particular impetus by the rapprochement with Nazi Germany, of a racially homogeneous society on the Italian mainland and rigid racial segregation in the newly acquired colonies.
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